Dear Friends and Families of Rock Tree Sky,

Since Rock Tree Sky’s inception, our team has been dreaming of developing an environment that reflects the richness of the program we imagined.

Though it’s challenges have been many, this year has also provided an opportunity for Rock Tree Sky to implement the dream space we have been envisioning.

The Garden is Growing!
We developed the back garden into a whimsical and abundant landscape for growing food and exploring our connection to nature. We installed shade sails, a garden shed, a custom clubhouse, and an apothecary.

Climbing High!
We converted an old backstop into a radical climbing wall.

Building!
We built out the woodshop into a more functional zone for projects.

Creating!
We constructed a kiln shed to fire up ceramic creations.

Singing Out!
From reclaimed materials we built a stage for learners to perform and find their voice.

As the year ends, please consider a tax deductible donation to contribute directly to a more inspirational and engaging space for our children to learn and grow! The following is a list of projects that we intend to complete. Your generosity allows that to happen.

Every little bit helps!
$40 buys seeds for the garden.
$60 supplies new targets for archery.
$150 provides high quality art supplies for the teens.
$250 plants a drought-friendly row of pomegranates along the front fence to deflect traffic-noise and provide a seasonal harvest.
$500 buys paint for murals & campus beautification.
$600 builds a metalworking shop.

Big Dreams...
$1000 continues the new climbing wall around the other side of the backstop.
$1700 installs a greenhouse in the garden for our little seed savers to directly engage with the plant life cycle.
$2000 builds shade structures in the “Yonder” for sun-safe environmental and nature exploration in our back acreage.

Together we create a space where learning is living!!

Sincerely,
Jim Bailey
+ the RTS Team

Reach out to jim@rocktreesky.org or visit RockTreeSky.org/giving. We are happy to earmark your donation for a specific purpose.